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How much we expect to receive

How much we propose to rate
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Revenue We’re Expecting 
($M)

‘How much we 
are expecting 
to receive’ 
includes financial 
assistance towards 
transportation 
from Waka Kotahi 
(NZTA), fees and 
user charges for 
Council services, 
rental on Council-
owned properties, 
and returns on our 
investments.For 
more information 
about our investments see below.

How Much We’re Proposing to Spend

Operating 
Spend  

2021-31

Capital Spend  
2021-31

Funding of  
capital and  

operating spend

Roading $104m $106m
 

Rates 38%
Other 62%

Water $72m $76m Rates 78%
Other 22%

Community 
 Services $73m $18m Rates 68%

Other 32%

Sewerage $22m $51m Rates 54%
Other 46%

Economic &  
Community  
Development

$13m $0m Rates 100%
Other 0%

Community  
Leadership $14m $0m Rates 95%

Other 5%

Regulatory $29m $3m Rates 42%
Other 58%

Solid Waste $25m $4m Rates 49%
Other 51%

Stormwater $6m $15m Rates 74%
Other 26%

OUR  
FINANCES

What’s in the Financial Mix?
From a financial point 
of view there are four 
key parts in the mix, and 
they are closely linked – 
what happens with one 
influences the others. 
Council can decide how 
much we spend, how much 
we rate for and how much 
we borrow. How much we 
receive is outside of our 
direct control, but it is an 
important part of the mix.

How much  
we spend

How much  
we rate for

How much  
we borrow

How much  
we receive

Our Strategy for Borrowing 2021/31 ($M)

Targets on Investments
Overall, we want to maximise investment returns while preserving ratepayer funds. 
We’re targeting to earn an average of 3.4% for returns on our investment portfolio 
during the next ten years through to 2031. 
We’re proposing to use some of it ($8M) to reduce rates. We’re forecasting the value 
of the fund will grow from $31.7M to $35.0M. But what we receive is dictated by 
many factors outside our control. If we receive better returns, we will decide the best 
way to use them, in keeping with the reasons Council maintains investment.

Tell us:  What do you think of our proposed mix of 
• how much we want to spend
• how much we want to borrow
• how much we want to rate for?

What changes would you suggest to improve 
the overall mix?

How Much We’re Proposing to Rate
Limits on Rates Increases
We expect our overall rates to increase around 3.39% on average during the next 
10 years. We have self-imposed limit not to increase overall rates by more than 4% 
per annum. Our forecast at the moment is that this limit may be in jeopardy in some 
years of this strategy. There is a lot of uncertainty and factors outside our control. 
We’re proposing to be flexible and adaptive where part of this approach will involve 
reviewing overall rates when we updating our financials on an annual basis and look 
at our mix to ensure we keep our overall rates increase below 4%.
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How Much We’re Expecting to Receive From Investments
Council maintains investments to:
1. Use some of the income to help reduce rates.
2. Help fund the development and growth outcomes of the district i.e. support 

our community’s well-being through the priorities in our Living & Working in 
Clutha Strategy and Our Place community plans.

3. Make sure we have money set aside to cover our share of replacing assets 
destroyed or damaged in a natural disaster.
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How Much We’re Proposing to Borrow
We’re planning to borrow to help fund our extensive asset build programme of $276M during the ten years from 2021 to 2031. 

Our approach to debt has been 
changing in recent years. Instead 
of having no debt and using 
our reserves to fund our capital 
programme (internally borrowing 
from ourselves), we have been 
using the reserves to build our 
investment portfolio which earns 
us more in returns. 
We use part of these returns 
to keep rates down. We’re now 
proposing to keep our investment 
portfolio intact, and to borrow 
to fund our proposed extensive 
asset build programme. We 
feel this is the best use of our 
investments. We also feel the 
approach is fairer as it means 
that future ratepayers also 

Our Strategy is to use debt to our advantage
pay their share for assets and 
services created today (known 
as intergenerational equity). Our 
asset build programme should 
also cost us less in the longer 
term as interest rates will be lower 
through our lender, the Local 
Government Funding Agency. 
But, it is important to get the 
balance right and we need to 
have clear limits. 
The alternative approach would 
be breaking the investment 
portfolio and earning less in 
returns, internally borrowing from 
ourselves (at higher interest rates 
as we must use market value for 
these) and paying more in rates 
(both in the short and long term).

For more information refer to the  
Draft Financial Strategy 2021/31  
(available at www.cluthadc.govt.nz)
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Limits on Debt1
We are expecting to stay well within our debt limit.
We will still have substantial ‘headroom’ to borrow more if something unexpected happens. 
1 Debt refers to net debt which equals borrowings less investments and cash in the bank.
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